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ABSTRACT

It is clear that the genetic networks that control the shape and patterning of important
phenotypic traits are much more important to trait evolution than was previously thought. This
study addresses the ability of the Drosophila melanogaster wing development network to adapt
to a topology change. I manipulated the wing development network of Drosophila melanogaster
by engineering new links between key genes. These links produce a range of perturbations to the
normal wing phenotype; some have no visible effect, some are lethal, some have a mildly
penetrant effect present in a small proportion of individuals, and others are strongly penetrant,
affecting all individuals carrying the new link.
One novel link produced altered wing venation phenotypes in all individuals. I created a
large experimental population that carried this new link in a variable genetic background. This
population was split into four equal replicate lines. I selected for a wild-type phenotype in two
replicate populations for 8 generations while also selecting to retain the new link. Two
replicates that served as controls experienced selection to retain the new link, but no selection for
a less severe phenotype.
Two metrics that quantify different aspects of wing perturbation were analyzed, index
and type. Index describes the total size of perturbations to an individual wing, but treats all
changes as parts of a single phenotype; type quantifies the number of separate perturbations in an
individual wing, but not their size. Analysis of the distributions of type show that selected
replicates have moved toward lower type scores in the selected populations, and that the
distribution of perturbation type in selected flies is lower than that of control flies in the final
generation of selection. Index scores also show a reduction over time in selected lines; however,
control flies and selected flies are not significantly different in the final generation. Interestingly,
when index scores are analyzed separately within types, the most severe types experience a
reduction in index over time, while the least severe types show a slight increase of index scores.
Together, these results suggest that while artificial selection may play some role in the
observed decline in perturbation to normal phenotype, natural selection is likely to be the
stronger force causing these changes.
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INTRODUCTION
Most complex traits in eukaryotic organisms are produced by a network of interacting
genes. Some, such as the development of flowers controlled by the MADS-BOX genes are due
to a small network (Jack et al., 1992; Riechmann & Meyerowitz, 1997), with few interacting
players and a simple linear organization; while others are the end result of a much larger and
more complex network. With their primary role in translating genotypic information into a
phenotype, genetic regulatory networks represent a key target of selection that must be
considered along with the more familiar target of gene sequences. It is becoming increasingly
clear that any study of the mechanisms of evolution must consider how selection on phenotypes
is translated into selection upon the genetic networks that produce them, and in turn how the
structure of these networks affects the response to such selection.
A relevant viewpoint on this comes from Sean Carroll, whose work suggests that
evolutionary changes may be more likely to happen through reorganization of genetic networks
or reuse of existing genes and network features, as opposed to changes in the coding sequences
of the involved genes (Prud'homme et al., 2007). Carroll discusses network evolution in terms of
Cis-Regulatory Elements, or CREs, which are groups of transcription factor binding sites that
together confer a particular expression pattern to the gene they affect. Viewed this way, network
evolution could become as simple as reshuffling these CREs to add, remove, or change
connections between any two genes in a network. CRE evolution may avoid the consequences of
pleiotropy that can occur in protein evolution, potentially increasing evolvability by removing
pleiotropic constraints. The relative contribution to evolution of changes in regulatory regions
versus changes in protein sequence is still under debate (Hoekstra & Coyne, 2007), but it is clear
that network evolution is responsible for at least some proportion of evolutionary change. In fact,
changes in regulatory regions have happened in the Drosophila genus relatively recently (Moses
et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2008).
One potential factor in determining the importance of network evolution is how easy or
difficult these network reorganizations may be. If we consider a network purely as a way to
interpret a genotype, rather than as a set of traits in its own right, then the only constraints of
network evolution are what connections will produce the desired phenotypes; in many cases, a
1

number of potential topologies can produce a given output equally well (Ingolia, 2004;
Munteanu & Sole, 2008). Michael Lynch presents an interesting non-adaptive view of complex
topologies, showing that some features can arise through neutral processes in model networks
(Lynch, 2007). There are, however, several pieces of strong evidence that topology features of a
network can be adaptive.
One major kind of evidence for the adaptive role of topology is the existence of network
robustness. There are traditionally three levels of robustness to consider. The first is a network‟s
resistance to developmental noise; the second is robustness to mutation in the coding sequence of
particular network genes, and therefore potential changes in the way they function; and the third,
robustness to mutation in the network topology itself. In general, robustness of a network to
mutation encompasses the second and third definitions, although most theoretical work has
discussed it in the third sense.
Multiple theoretical studies on network properties have shown that robustness is a
property that can evolve in simulated genetic regulatory networks (Ingolia, 2004; Ciliberti et al.,
2007; Munteanu & Sole, 2008) and in many cases can be linked to certain network features.
Redundancy is an obvious network feature that can increase robustness; it is also a feature seen
in many genetic regulatory networks. Networks have been described not just as complex, but
„baroque‟ (Lynch, 2007), highlighting their overly-connected nature. Having multiple routes to
key genes in a network will increase their chance of still being activated if some links are
removed or changed by mutation (Whitacre & Bender, 2010). A positive feedback loop, where
one gene reinforces its own expression, can increase robustness by stabilizing important
expression patterns (Ingolia, 2004). A more complex feature, lateral inhibition, where cells
prevent neighboring cells from adopting the same fate, may contribute to robustness by
maintaining the correct borders of gene expression (Munteanu & Sole, 2008), and is a feature of
existing Drosophila networks such as the segment polarity network (Ingolia, 2004).
While robustness can increase fitness by decreasing the effects of mutation or
developmental noise, this masking of variance could also decrease evolvability by lessening the
amount of variation for selection. It is easy to assume that being robust may not uniformly be a
good thing. However, Draghi et al (2010) have shown that in the right conditions, evolvability is
higher in networks with a medium level of robustness. A robust network may have multiple
topologies that generate the same phenotype, which means that mutations that move an
2

individual within that neutral space would have no fitness cost. This collection of mutational
neighbors that are neutral with respect to the phenotype is also called the „neutral neighborhood‟
of a particular network topology; a large neutral neighborhood can increase standing genetic
variation in the population, thus increasing evolvability. According to this work, a network with
a medium level of robustness should have a larger neutral neighborhood than networks with very
small or very large levels of robustness. What defines a „medium‟ level of robustness depends
upon parameters including population size and mutation rate, but the required conditions are
simple; if “the number of phenotypes accessible to an individual by mutation is smaller than the
total number of phenotypes in the fitness landscape”, robustness can increase evolvability
(Draghi et al., 2010). Other studies modeling evolution of genetic regulatory networks have
found significant neutral space in which multiple networks are all capable of producing the same
robust phenotype (Munteanu & Sole, 2008; Szejka & Drossel, 2010).
Masel and Siegal propose that robustness may also be a hidden mechanism for preadaptation, allowing hidden variation to exist until some mutation either overloads the network‟s
robustness or reduces it somehow (Masel & Siegal, 2009), giving robustness yet another
potential adaptive function.
Together, these models suggest that both robustness and evolvability have the ability to
evolve in genetic regulatory networks. In contrast, very little empirical work has been done
actually study the effects of evolution of a network. Perhaps the best example is a 2008 study in
which the authors completely rewired the transcriptional networks of E. coli (Isalan et al.,
2008). Populations with a set of random links added to the wild-type network were created;
while the authors describe these networks as „rewired‟, they could also be viewed as networks
with higher connectivity, since the new links were added to the original network, rather than
replacing part of it. The modified networks were allowed to evolve under three different
selection regimes; selection for increased growth rate at low densities, increased longevity, and
tolerance to heat shock. One notable result was simply that most rewired networks (95%) had no
apparent effect upon bacterial survival, an indication of the network‟s robustness. The key result
of this study is that rewired networks responded better than wild-type to selection pressure in
multiple independent trials under all three regimes (Isalan et al., 2008).
Selection upon a network in vivo is difficult; few systems lend themselves to this kind of
study. The right system must be appropriate for selection experiments in general, which require
3

ease of culture and short generation time; it must have genetic regulatory networks that can be
manipulated in some way; and it must have an appropriate way to assay network condition for
selection. The Drosophila melanogaster wing development network forms an excellent
candidate in all respects.

The Wing Genetic Network as a Model System for Network Evolution
The Drosophila melanogaster wing is essential to survival in the wild, and therefore
likely to be under strong selection in natural populations. In addition, it represents a bilaterally
symmetric trait that must function in a coordinated manner to be useful, a condition where
developmental robustness is especially important to fitness. Other advantages of working with
the developing Drosophila wing are that parts of its network are well-characterized, and the
availability of tools for genetic manipulation of Drosophila.

Figure 1: A Wild-Type Drosophila melanogaster Wing. The orange line depicts the anteriorposterior boundary, and points along the proximal-distal axis.
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A Drosophila melanogaster in flight could not be called nimble; their aerial movement is
better described as a slow, wobbly hovering. Studies on mechanical properties of the wing show
that the structure of veins reinforces the wings to prevent flexing of the wing itself during flight;
in general, a wing is most resistant to bending along the proximal-distal axis, shown in orange in
Fig. 1 (Combes & Daniel, 2003). The longitudinal orientation of the largest veins in the
Drosophila wing supports this conclusion.
The major wing veins consist of one longitudinal vein, L1, which forms the anterior edge
of the wing margin; four other longitudinal veins that run roughly along the proximal-distal axis;
and two crossveins that connect L3 to L4, and L4 to L5. This characteristic pattern is laid out
during development, and fixed by the time a young adult fly ecloses from its pupa case; it does
not change during the life of an adult fly, except in cases of physical damage such as breakage or
tearing.
Across the entire family Drosophilidae, wing shape varies greatly, but the particular
pattern of five longitudinal veins and two crossveins is largely conserved. In fact, the only
members known to have a different pattern of veins are very large species in a small subgroup of
the Hawaiian Drosophila, a group that has undergone rapid speciation to occupy a number of
previously vacant niches since its introduction to the island system. Interestingly, they are much
larger than other representatives of the family, such as D. melanogaster, and have gained an
extra crossvein (Edwards et al., 2007).
All external structures of an adult fly form within the growing larvae as tissues called
„imaginal discs‟. The wing discs are the largest of all, forming the wing, the wing hinge, and part
of the thorax. This study is concerned with the central part of the disc that produces the wing
itself. During larval and pupal stages, the cells of the wing disc grow and differentiate, controlled
by overlapping domains of different genes, eventually forming the adult pattern of veins. At the
same time, the three-dimensional shape of the adult wing is developing; though the wing disc
starts out flat, the central portion that will form the wing itself balloons outward, to eventually
collapse into the apposed double layer of cells forming the final wing structure (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The Three-Dimensional Changes Involved in Wing Growth. Vein colors
correspond to the colors in a splined wing. a: A representation of the central portion of a wing
disc, as it would be in an early 3rd instar larva. Proveins are represented by colored lines; note
that vein L1 will form along the D-V boundary. b: A representation of how the central portion
balloons outward from the relatively flat wing disc to form the wing bud at the end of the 3 rd
instar. While the wing continues to develop during the pupal stages, the balloon-like structure
of the wing will inflate and deflate several times before the final apposition of the dorsal and
ventral faces to produce the flat adult wing. c: A simplified representation of the adult wing.
Now the dorsal and ventral faces, which were adjacent in the same plane in the wing disc, are
directly apposed. d. An adult wing; the colored lines are overlays produced by the Wings
program (van der Linde, 2010).
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There are still some aspects of the wing development network that are not well
understood, but the majority of the differentiation pathways have been characterized, providing
some interesting insights into the way wing cells answer their two key questions: “Where am I?”
and “What sort of cell should I be, based on that location?” The current consensus is that
overlapping domains of gene expression define positional information in a sort of
„combinatorial‟ fashion. To paraphrase, a cell might „think‟ to itself, „if gene A is on and gene B
is on, but gene C is off, I am a cell that will be part of vein L4‟. Of course, the real logic patterns
are a good deal more complicated; the logical inputs can consist of what genes the cell itself is
expressing, but also what genes its neighboring cells are expressing, which gene products are
present within or outside the cell, and even non-genetic effects such as physical stresses.
In discussing genetic networks, it is important to make distinctions between genes and the
proteins they produce. Many descriptions of particular interactions could be interpreted
differently, depending on whether the gene itself, or its protein product, are involved. Therefore,
this study uses the conventional nomenclature for distinguishing between them. Genes names or
abbreviations are italicized, although by convention gene complexes are not; proteins are
capitalized and written in normal font.
One of the major components of location is where a cell is in relation to the relevant
biological axes of its tissue. Both the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis and the dorsal-ventral (D-V)
axis in the wing disc are organized by their own morphogen gradients. Decapentaplegic, or dpp,
is the principal morphogen organizing the A-P axis, and wingless, or wg, is the morphogen for
the D-V axis (Strigini & Cohen, 2000; Affolter & Basler, 2007). At or very near the center of
either axis, a stripe of cells produces the morphogen that moves away from its source, creating a
gradient where there is a high concentration of morphogen near the source and a low
concentration far away from it. Evidence shows that these gradients serve both to control
patterning and influence growth of the wing, although the exact details of how growth is
regulated are still under debate (Aegerter-Wilmsen et al., 2007; Affolter & Basler, 2007;
Hufnagel et al., 2007).
Many genetic regulatory networks are so complex that studying the entire network at
once is difficult. One commonly employed device is to further subdivide the entire network into
pathways, or modules. A module generally consists of a group of genes that are more connected
to one another than they are to other parts of the network, and that usually accomplishes a set
7

goal (Rodriguez-Caso et al., 2009; Yang & Su, 2009). In this study, two modules are of
particular interest; the Dpp-stripe producing module, and the L2/L5 placement module.

The Dpp-Stripe Producing Module
The wing development network has a general-to-specific sort of organization across
developmental time; in early development, simple axes are established, and more complex
patterns are built atop them. One such simple axis is the anterior-posterior, or A-P axis, which is
established by the pattern of dpp expression. Dpp is a gene that has been very well-characterized
for its central role in organizing multiple tissues in Drosophila, as its orthologs the Bone
Morphogenetic Proteins do in vertebrates. In Drosophila, Dpp functions as a long-range
morphogen that diffuses along the A-P axis and induces overall growth. Although the exact
mechanism by which growth is regulated is still under debate (Garcia-Bellido & Garcia-Bellido,
1998; Baena-Lopez & Garcia-Bellido, 2006; Aegerter-Wilmsen et al., 2007; Hufnagel et al.,
2007), it is clear that Dpp is required for wing growth to occur normally (Posakony et al., 1990).
The module that produces this Dpp gradient is one of the earliest parts of wing differentiation.
In late first instar larvae, the wing disc has formed, but very little differentiation has
occurred, and only a few genes are active. One of these genes is engrailed (en); expressed in the
posterior half of the wing disc, en is also called a selector gene because it confers „posterior‟
identity to the cells that express it. En activates hedgehog (hh), which is also expressed in the
posterior segment of the wing. Hh is transported anteriorly, over the A-P boundary and into the
anterior segment of the wing. In a region just a few cells wide, anterior to the A-P boundary, Hh
activates en; in a slightly wider region, from the A-P boundary to a few cells above the En zone,
Hh also activates dpp. Dpp is repressed by En, both in the entire posterior compartment, and in
the few cells anterior to the boundary where en is expressed. The end result is a stripe of cells
expressing dpp where enough Hh has diffused anteriorly to stimulate Dpp production, but en is
not on to repress it. A network diagram of this module is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Network Diagram: the Dpp-Stripe Module. Blue arrows represent positive
connections, where one gene activates another; orange ball connectors represent negative
connections, where one gene represses another.
Step 1:En, already present in the posterior compartment, activates hh expression.
Step 2:Hh is transported into the anterior compartment and activates dpp expression.
Step 3:Hh also activates en expression in the anterior compartment, but at a higher threshold
than dpp requires, so the zone of en expression is smaller than the zone of dpp expression.
Step 4:en-ON cells in the anterior compartment repress dpp expression.
Step 5:The en-ON cells also reinforce hh expression.
Step 6:In the stripe of cells that are producing Dpp, hh expression is repressed, in order to
maintain the boundaries of dpp expression.
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Once the stripe is established, Dpp begins moving along the A-P axis, forming a gradient
of high Dpp concentration near the stripe, and low Dpp concentration near the anterior and
posterior edges of the wing disc. The Dpp gradient can be considered the important output of this
module, as Dpp activates several important genes at different threshold concentrations, giving
them symmetrical expression patterns around the stripe (Held, 2002).

The L2-L5 Module
Vestigial (vg), optomotor blind (omb), and spalt major (salm) are all activated at various
levels of Dpp, forming concentric bands of expression symmetrical around the Dpp stripe. Salm
requires a relatively high level of Dpp, so its band is smallest, followed by omb, and vg. (Held,
2002)

Figure 4: Expression Domains of Relevant Genes. Taken from Held 2002, this diagram of the
wing blade-producing portion of the wing disc shows expression domains of important genes.
Dpp forms a gradient as it diffuses away from the A-P boundary, activating concentric bands
of spalt major, omb, and vg expression.
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Salm, along with its companion gene spalt-related (salr), is largely responsible for
positioning veins L2 and L5, although the two veins are not activated identically. At the anterior
border of salm expression, the Knirps gene complex is activated, which in turn activates the
EGFR pathway; at the posterior border, the Iroquois complex fulfills the role of EGFR activation
instead. The EGFR pathway, which is activated in all proveins, triggers a cascade of other
regulatory links that cause actual veins to form (Held, 2002).

How to Study the Network
This network generally produces the same wing phenotype, with slight variations in
shape, but exactly how robust is it? There are plenty of examples of mutations with effect too
great for the network to correct – essentially, every Drosophila gene that was discovered through
phenotypic screens of wings is an example of this – but that does not necessarily mean it has low
robustness compared to other networks. One form of robustness is the ability to compensate for
environmental variation during development, a type of robustness that is linked to resistance
against mutations that change proteins or network topology (Kaneko, 2008). Fluctuating
asymmetry (FA), a difference between two instances of a bilaterally symmetrical trait that is not
biased towards one side, is one indicator of a network‟s robustness to developmental noise; if the
level of FA in a trait produced by a given network is low, it implies some robustness is present in
that network. A long-term selection experiment on FA between both wings of individual
Drosophila melanogaster showed a strong response to selection for higher FA, but a much
weaker response to selection for lower FA, indicating that the Drosophila melanogaster wing
development network may already be functioning at or near its peak capacity to dampen
developmental noise (Carter and Houle, unpublished).
If it is difficult to change the network‟s robustness to developmental noise, will it be as
difficult to increase robustness against topology changes? This depends on several things; firstly,
the neutral neighborhood of the current network. If a topology change falls within this neutral
neighborhood, it may have no significant effect on the phenotype. Secondly, whether the
network is near its „peak‟ robustness, where there is little variation available to increase
robustness. And lastly, it depends upon whether it is even possible for the robustness to topology
changes of a network to increase through selection.
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By changing the topology of the wing development network, and then subjecting that
changed network to selection, I intend to illuminate some of its properties; first and foremost, its
ability to produce the same normal wing phenotype despite the forced change in topology, and
secondly, whether selection can increase the new network‟s robustness in producing a normal
wing.
In this study, the topology change is simple; connecting two genes that were previously
not directly connected to one another by allowing a „driver‟ gene to affect expression of a
„target‟ gene, effectively adding a new link to the Drosophila melanogaster wing development
network.

Creating a Novel Network Link
To artificially manipulate the genetic network of Drosophila melanogaster, I used the
GAL4-UAS system (Duffy, 2002),a powerful set of tools established to affect gene expression.
In yeast, where this system evolved, GAL4 is a transcription factor that is expressed when
galactose is present in the substrate. Once it is produced, GAL4 binds to a specific DNA
sequence called the UAS, or Upstream Activating Sequence, and initiates transcription of a
region of DNA directly downstream of the UAS. While in yeast, the sequence that follows the
UAS is merely the next step towards expressing galactase, any useful DNA sequence can be
engineered in its place. This, in essence, is what researchers have done – using the basic „key and
lock‟ concept of the GAL4 protein and the UAS region to achieve targeted gene expression
manipulation.
The GAL-4 „key‟ can only open the UAS „lock‟ if both are present together. All cells
will contain the DNA sequences for both, but the GAL-4 protein will only be active when and
where it is expressed. In Drosophila, instead of being controlled by the presence of galactose,
these temporal and spatial patterns of expression of the GAL4 protein can be regulated by
inserting native Drosophila promoter or enhancer elements into the 5‟ untranslated region of the
GAL-4 construct. Some are designed, using known promoter elements, but many have been
created by randomly inserting the sequence for GAL4 into the Drosophila genome, and screening
the resultant individuals using a UAS-reporter gene construct to determine where and when
GAL4 is expressed. This results in a wide array of expression patterns. A few are ubiquitous,
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expressed at high levels in all tissues at all stages of development. Some are restricted to certain
body parts, or phases of development; others use the enhancers for a particular Drosophila gene
to express GAL4 in the same temporal and spatial pattern as that gene (Duffy, 2002).

a

b

Figure 5: The GAL4-UAS System
a. The GAL-4-UAS interaction as naturally found in yeast.
b. The GAL-4-UAS interaction when inserted into the Drosophila genome.

Similarly, there are many potential targets that can be placed under UAS control. As
previously mentioned, reporter genes such as green fluorescent protein (GFP) or lac-Z can be
used to see exactly where and when GAL4 is being expressed. Another common target of this
manipulation is the coding sequence for a known Drosophila gene, but another set of useful
constructs that have been placed under UAS control are RNAi sequences. RNAi, which stands
for RNA interference, is a naturally occurring phenomenon in Drosophila (Yang et al., 2000).
When transcribed, the RNAi construct produces a piece of RNA that folds into a hairpin shape,
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because its 5‟ and 3‟ ends are complementary. The Dicer enzyme cleaves this hairpin into small
interfering RNAs (siRNAs), short pieces of RNA that generally range from 19-25bp. These
siRNAs are complementary to the mRNA for a particular gene; once produced, they will bind
with that gene‟s mRNA, and trigger its degradation by ribonucleases that cleave double stranded
RNA. Researchers have taken advantage of this system by designing RNAi sequences to
produce siRNAs complementary to any chosen gene. As in natural RNA interference, Dicer will
cleave the larger strand to produce the designed siRNAs. Placing such a designed RNAi
construct under UAS control gives Drosophila researchers a convenient way to control how and
when expression levels of the target gene are reduced.
Perhaps the most convenient aspect of this system is its wide availability. Numerous
GAL4 and UAS lines are freely available from Drosophila stock centers (Dietzl et al., 2007; Ni
et al., 2008). To generate a particular combination of GAL4 and UAS construct in one fly, all
that is necessary is to cross individuals from both stocks. Their offspring will carry both the
GAL4 construct and the UAS construct, and show any consequences of the resultant changes in
gene expression.
Previous work using the GAL4 and UAS system has often been targeted at understanding
the role of particular genes during development (Sotillos & De Celis, 2005; Molnar et al., 2006).
I have employed it in a different manner; by combining a gene-patterned GAL4 with a UAStarget to effectively create a new network link between the gene patterning the GAL4 expression
(referred to as the „driver‟ gene) and the construct affixed to the UAS (the „target‟ gene). Using a
UAS-coding sequence construct creates a positive link in which the target gene is upregulated by
the driver; using a UAS-RNAi construct creates a negative link, which downregulates the target
gene.
One key criterion for my experiment is that a new link must have a visible phenotypic
consequence in the wing, enabling me to select on variation in this phenotype. Many studies
have examined variation in wing shape (Birdsall et al., 2000; Mezey & Houle, 2005), and others
have subjected Drosophila wings to artificial selection (Houle et al., 2003; Pelabon et al., 2006),
although these have done so in the context of the same number and relative placement of the
wing veins. One consistent result of these studies is that there is a large amount of naturally
occurring variation for wing shape, so much so that any change in the wing network that merely
changes the shape of the wing may still fall within that normal range. I have chosen a different
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trait to select upon; the pattern of veins itself. A departure from this normal phenotype for this
trait is significant in several ways. It definitively goes outside the realm of „normal‟ for a
Drosophila wing; and it could hypothetically have serious consequences on fitness by decreasing
flight capability in affected individuals.
Therefore, I defined the criteria for a useful combination of driver and target genes as one
that produced a consistent change in the wild-type pattern of wing veins that is an easy target for
artificial selection.
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METHODS

Finding the Useful Combination
The GAL4- and UAS- carrying stocks that I used are homozygous for their constructs.
When a GAL4 stock is crossed with a UAS stock, the offspring will be heterozygous for both the
GAL4 and UAS construct. In order to determine which combination of driver and target gene
produced the appropriate phenotype, I crossed a number of GAL4 and UAS stocks, detailed in
Table 1, in a reciprocal design and observed the phenotypes of the F1.

Table 1: A List of GAL4 and UAS Stocks Used in This Study.
Bloomington GAL4 Stocks
5818
8860
6354
8230

3045

2980
37656
11529
16896
1402
47301
1112
35697

GAL4-salm: expressed in the pattern of spalt major (salm), a broad stripe centered
around the anterior-posterior boundary.
GAL4-dorsal: expressed uniformly in the dorsal half of the wing disk, in the pattern of
Beadex (Bx). This mirrors the pattern of a better-characterized gene, apterous (ap).
GAL4-bs: expressed in the pattern of blistered (bs), within the intervein territories.
GAL4-vg: expressed in the pattern of vestigial (vg). This construct uses two separate
enhances for the vestigial gene to achieve this pattern, the „boundary‟ enhancer, causing
expression in the region of the future wing margin, and the „quadrant‟ enhancer, causing
expression in the future wing blade.
GAL4-omb: expressed in the pattern of optomotor blind ( omb), a broad stripe centered
around the anterior-posterior boundary; this stripe is wider than the salm stripe.
Vienna UAS-RNAi stocks
UAS-RNAi-kni: targeted against the knirps (kni) gene.
UAS-RNAi-ombr: targeted against the optomotor-blind related gene (ombr).
UAS-RNAi-dll: targeted against the distal-less (dll) gene.
UAS-RNAi-vg: targeted against the vestigial (vg) gene.
UAS-RNAi-hh: targeted against the hedgehog (hh) gene.
UAS-RNAi-salm: targeted against the spalt major (salm) gene.
UAS-RNAi-N: targeted against the notch (N) gene.
UAS-RNAi-en: targeted against the engrailed (en) gene.
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Experimental Line Generation
The UAS and GAL4 stocks available from stock centers are made by inserting the
transgenic construct of interest into a relatively inbred base stock. In order to provide greater
genetic variation to the starting population, I first crossed virgin females from the UAS-RNAi-en
and GAL4-salm stocks with males from the IV population, a laboratory population that is
derived from a wild population first collected in 1975 at Amherst, MA (Rose & Charlesworth,
1981; Houle & Rowe, 2003). The F1 of this cross were mated to one another to generate a stock
that was heterozygous for both the GAL4 and UAS constructs. To ensure that each replicate is
equally related the other replicates, I split this initial population into four independent replicate
lines; two lines that would undergo selection, and two that served as controls.

Figure 6: The Stock Generation Process. Orange bars represent chromosomes carrying the
GAL4-salm construct; green bars are chromosomes carrying the UAS-RNAi-en construct.
Variable grey bars represent the variable genetic background of the IV stock. The F2
individuals formed generation 0 of all four replicate lines in this study. This diagram does not
detail the potential for recombination; in the F2 and subsequent generations, crossing over
occurred between the IV chromosomes and the GAL4-salm or UAS-RNAi-en chromosomes.
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One anticipated problem with this experiment was that it had to be carried out in a
population that was segregating for both constructs. In homozygous condition, the changes to
the wing phenotype were so severe that many wings were too damaged to image, let alone
quantify. Homozygous individuals also had higher mortality, an unfortunate side effect of the
GAL4 system that is not uncommon. Segregation means that individuals with wild-type
venation may have been showing a strong level of robustness, or they may simply have been
lacking one or both of the GAL4 and UAS constructs. In order to maintain both constructs in
the population, I did not use individuals with wild-type venation as parents of the next
generation.

Figure 7: The Genetics of Selection upon Heterozygotes. Orange bars represent GAL4-salm
carrying chromosomes, green bars represent UAS-RNAi-en chromosomes, and variable gray
bars represent IV chromosomes. Each generation, the selected parents will produce offspring
in three categories. Some individuals will not carry both constructs; and will appear wild-type.
Double heterozygotes will show a variety of wing perturbations. Single or double
homozygotes will die or produce highly perturbed wings. Due to the high levels of wing
perturbation in such genotypes, I assume that these were never among the selected parents,.
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Selection
Every generation, I collected virgin individuals of both sexes from the selected and
control lines. From the selected lines, 120 individuals of each sex were imaged, except in a few
cases, where less than 120 individuals were available. The first 20 of these were wild type, to
provide a sample of the wild-type individuals each generation. The remaining 100 represent a
haphazard sample of all perturbed individuals, and this sample was subjected to selection. From
all individuals with changes to their wing venation patterns, the 25 with the smallest
perturbations to normal wing venation were chosen to mate and produce the next generation.
Control line individuals were selected for perturbation, to maintain the constructs in the
population, but they were not selected on the basis of severity of those perturbations. In control
lines, twenty five virgins of each sex that showed any perturbation to normal wing venation were
haphazardly chosen to mate.
The experiment began at generation 0, with the F2 described in Figure 6, and continued
until generation 8. As in Figure 7, selection was carried out upon double heterozygotes; it is
assumed that all single heterozygotes would appear wild-type, and all single or double
homozygotes would be too severely perturbed to be selected.
I named the four replicates using abbreviations. The two selected replicates were named
ES1 and ES2, while the two control replicates were named CA and CB. I chose numbers to
differentiate the selection replicates, and letters for the control replicates, for two reasons.
Firstly, these abbreviations are short and easy to remember and write. Secondly, it discourages
any tendency to equate the first control replicate with the first selected replicate; all four lines
started out as haphazardly chosen subsets of the initial experimental population.

Analysis of Perturbations
One of the most important aspects of this study is the perturbation to wild-type wing
venation patterns. Therefore, I developed two metrics that quantify different aspects of
perturbation, „index‟ and „type‟.
Type classifies each wing into one of five categories, based on the number of discrete
changes between the wing in question and a wild-type venation pattern. A change could be an
extra vein, a missing segment of vein, or a difference in the texture or thickness of existing veins.
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It is important to note that type does not take into account the size of the change. In other words,
a wing with a crossvein entirely absent, and one with a crossvein that is missing 10% of its total
length, are weighted equally by the type metric. Type 0 wings have no apparent difference from
a wild-type pattern; as previously mentioned, this could be either because they are highly robust
to the developmental changes caused by the two interacting constructs, or it could be because
they are simply missing one, or both, of the constructs needed to change gene expression. Type
1 wings have a single change, representing the smallest possible deviation. Type 2 wings have
two changes; type 3 have three or four, and type 4 have five or more.

a

b

c

d

e
Figure 8: An Illustration of the Five Types.
a: Type 1 wing. b: Type 2 wing. c: Type 3 wing. d: Type 4 wing. e: Type 0 wing, with wildtype venation patterns.
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Figure 9: Specific Defects in the Five Types.
a: Type 1 wing, exhibiting one defect. b: Type 2 wing, exhibiting two defects. c: Type 3
wing, exhibiting four defects. d: Type 4 wing, exhibiting six defects. e: Type 0 wing, with
wild-type venation patterns.

Changes in the distribution of types were analyzed with cumulative logistic regression,
using PROC CATMOD in SAS 9.2(SAS Institute, 2010). This type of analysis uses a
cumulative logits response model to fit a linear regression of the distribution of individuals into
types 1-4 upon generations.
The second metric is the perturbation index. It is calculated by hand-tracing the pixel
length of extra or missing veins in each wing, using Image Pro Plus 6.0, and then dividing by
centroid size, a measure used as a proxy for total wing area. This makes the index a proportion
that describes, relative to wing size, how large or small the actual changes in wing patterns are;
however, index does not incorporate any information about how many veins make up the
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perturbation, or where they are placed. Changes in index were analyzed using linear regression
and ANOVA performed with PROC REG and PROC GLM respectively in SAS 9.2 (SAS
Institute, 2010).
One problem with the analyses of index scores is that the data violates some assumptions
of the statistical tests used. An important assumption of linear regression is that the residuals of
the data will be normally distributed. The most perturbed individuals in this experiment have
extremely high residuals, heavily skewing the overall distribution (W scores from Shapiro-Wilk
test of normality are 0.6139, p<0.0001 and 0.498, p<0.0001 for the selected lines ES1 and ES2
respectively). However, the extreme values in this case are expected, based on the phenotypic
effects of this experimental manipulation, and are not excluded as outliers. With a non-normal
distribution of residuals, the P values of a regression are no longer a trustworthy criterion to
judge whether the observed slopes are significantly different from zero. One way to address this
problem is by using bootstrapping, which allows you to generate a set of results that model the
results you would get if it were possible to sample your original population numerous times.
Creating a bootstrapped dataset is accomplished by randomly choosing individuals with
replacement from the original dataset, to make a new dataset of the same size. Due to the effects
of random sampling, approximately one-third of all individuals present in the original data will
be left out of any given bootstrap, while some individuals will be sampled more than once.
Then, each bootstrapped dataset is analyzed with the same routine that was used on the
original dataset, and the results of these analyses form a distribution to which the observed result
is compared. When the median of this distribution is close to the observed result, the 95
percentile quantiles of this distribution form a 95% confidence interval of where we expect the
true result of this analysis to be.
Each bootstrap analysis in this study creates 1000 bootstrapped datasets separated by
groups, where a group consists of a particular generation of a particular replicate line. Bootstrap
analyses were performed using SAS Interactive Matrix Language to generate the individual
bootstrapped datasets, and the SAS Macro Language (SAS Institute, 2010) to coordinate running
analyses on each bootstrapped set and collecting the results.
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Wing Shape Analysis
While a major focus of this study is perturbation to the venation patterns of the wing,
shape is intimately linked with that trait. Wing shape is a product of the same network that
determines the pattern of veins (Held, 2002); any response to selection on the pattern could
produce a response in shape.
The first step in analyzing shape is to collect landmark data. The 12 landmarks of a
Drosophila wing are the intersections between major veins, landmarks that are present in all
wild-type individuals, and nearly all perturbed individuals. Wings 3.11 (van der Linde, 2010)
takes raw images with two landmark coordinates that the user inputs, and uses image processing
algorithms to detect the position of veins and fit cubic B-splines over them, giving information
about the shape of each vein and the position of important biological landmarks - the
intersections between veins. Figure 10 shows an image of a wing, and the same wing after
splining; the colored lines depict the cubic B-splines that have been fit over the veins by the
Wings program.

a

b

Figure 10: A Wing, Before and After Splining. a: A wing image, and b: the splined wing
output from Wings 3.11 (van der Linde, 2010) with representations of the cubic B-splines
overlaying the veins. The intersections of veins represent the biological landmarks used in
further shape analysis.
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The resulting set of landmark coordinates were aligned with CPReaderER (Marquez,
2010) to remove size and rotational information before further analysis. Splined data is in 24
dimensions, but aligning removes 4 dimensions of variation. For analyses such as MANOVA,
this requires that the shape information be projected into a 20 dimensional subspace to return the
data to full rank. Projection into 20-dimensional space was performed using SAS Interactive
Matrix Language.
The effects of selection upon wing shape were assessed using a Multivariate Analysis of
Variance (MANOVA), performed with SAS using PROC GLM, option MANOVA. Effect sizes
were calculated both with partitioned variances, and factor mean vectors, using the SAS
Interactive Matrix Language (SAS Institute, 2010).
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RESULTS

Inducing the Novel Link
The first round of crosses used UAS-coding sequence stocks with the driver GAL4s to
create positive network links. Interestingly, almost all of these combinations had no visible
phenotypic consequence, although a few did prove to be lethal. The second round of crosses
involved the same driver GAL4s, but UAS-RNAi stocks instead of UAS-coding sequence ones,
to create negative links. These proved more promising – the majority of these combinations had
some phenotypic consequence. Many of these combinations affected the three-dimensional
structure of the wing, transforming it from a roughly flat sheet to a curved one. In addition, a
number of these crosses had sex-specific effects. When perturbations appeared, they were more
likely to be in females. Figure 11 depicts two crosses that produced three-dimensional
deformations to the wing. Graphics representing the change in shape are placed next to each
wing. The images in Figure 12, taken using the WINGMACHINE apparatus (Houle et al.,
2003), illustrate the crosses with phenotypic effects that did not change the three-dimensional
shape of the wing.

a

b

c

Figure 11: Three-Dimensional Perturbations. Perturbed wings from two different crosses,
with graphics to depict their wing deformations. a: A wild-type wing. Note the relatively
planar structure of the wing surface. b: GAL4-dorsal X UAS-RNAi-distalless. This wing
takes on a cupped shape, facing downward. c: GAL4-dorsal X UAS-RNAi-vg. This wing has
a similar shape to the wing in b, but the cupped appearance faces upward. In addition, the tips
of each wing, where vg expression is normally high, are damaged.
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Figure 12: Two-Dimensional Perturbations. Illustrating the more common two-dimensional
phenotypic consequences of GAL4-UAS crosses.
a: A wild-type individual displaying normal venation.
b: GAL4-dorsal X UAS-RNAi-ombr. 10% of females showed a small segment of ectopic
long vein attached to the posterior crossvein.
c: GAL4-omb X UAS-RNAi-vg. 10% of all individuals showed a large portion of the distal
wing missing, although remaining venation is largely correct.
d: GAL4-salm X UAS-RNAi-vg. Shows a very similar phenotype to the cross in part c, but
100% of individuals were affected.
e: GAL4-salm X UAS-RNAi-ombr. 50% of all individuals showed a patch of tissue missing
at the distal wing tip.
f: GAL4-salm X UAS-RNAi-en. 100% of individuals displayed reduced or missing
crossveins, and an ectopic long vein between L3 and L4 attracting or connecting to the
posterior crossvein.
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A single combination exhibited changes in the venation pattern without significantly
changing overall wing shape, at an extremely high penetrance; GAL4-spalt major crossed with
UAS-RNAi-engrailed. I chose this combination as the novel link for my selection experiment;
A GAL4 expressed only in the wing in the pattern of the spalt-major gene, combined with a
UAS-RNAi construct targeted for the engrailed gene, effectively creates a new link in the wing
development network where spalt major downregulates engrailed.

Phenotypic Consequences of the salm-en Link
The original cross of the GAL4-salm with the UAS-RNAi-en produced a very stable
perturbation consisting of an extra segment of longitudinal vein placed between L4 and L5, the
posterior crossvein moved more distally and often connecting with the extra longitudinal vein,
and the anterior crossvein weakly formed or completely missing. Affected individuals also held
their wings perpendicular to their body while at rest, in contrast to the wild-type position of
wings folded over the abdomen. All of the offspring of this cross exhibited these changes; the
relative lack of variation was expected because GAL4 and UAS constructs are inserted into
inbred background stocks.

Figure 13: Original Cross of GAL4-salm x UAS-RNAi-en. This image illustrates the
phenotype produced by the interaction of GAL4-salm and UAS-RNAi-en in a background
with limited genetic variance. Note that both wings of this individual are extremely similar.
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As previously discussed, outcrossing the experimental stocks led to much higher genetic
variation, and this was reflected in their phenotypes (see Figure 8). The wing orientation
phenotype did not arise in the outcrossed population. Many of the perturbations seen in the
experimental populations were similar to the phenotype of the original cross – a partial long vein
placed between L3 and L4, moved and/or incomplete posterior crossvein, and incomplete
anterior crossvein – but the experimental stocks also exhibited previously unseen changes. An
extremely common perturbation was a partial ectopic crossvein between L2 and L3, placed
proximal to the anterior crossvein. Another common perturbation was a small partial long vein,
appearing anterior to L2, near the margin.

Selection Results
In discussing statistics, there are several conventions I observe with respect to
significance levels. A P value of 0.05 or less is considered the threshold for significance. In
some places, significance may be reported using asterisks to represent a range of P values, rather
than reporting the P values themselves. Any parameters or estimates marked * are significant,
with a P value between 0.05 and 0.011. Parameters or estimates marked with ** are moderately
significant, with a P value between 0.01 and 0.001. Parameters or estimates marked *** are
highly significant, with a P value less than 0.0001.
Between P values of 0.05 and 0.2, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) analysis gives an
ambiguous result as to whether an effect or interaction should be included in a model; therefore,
only effects or interactions with P values of 0.2 or greater were excluded during the model
selection process for these analyses.

Changes in Type
As discussed in the Methods section, it is impossible to determine the genotype of type 0
individuals and most wild-type individuals are expected to be missing one or both constructs (see
Figure 7). In addition, the number of type 0 individuals sampled is artificially set at 20 of each
sex per generation. Therefore, analyses of type include only type 1 – type 4 individuals.
One obvious question is whether the distribution of types moves downward in response
to selection, indicating less severe perturbations over time. Figure 14 shows trends over time in
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the mean and variance of type for the selected lines ES1 and ES2. In both replicates, the mean
type appears to decrease, indicating a reduction in the number of individuals with higher types.
However, more rigorous statistical analysis is required to determine whether this decrease is
significant.

Figure 14: Changes in Type in Both Selected Replicates.
lost due to a computer error.

Data for ES1 in generation 1 was

Type is an ordered variable, with type 4 representing more perturbation than type 3, and
type 3 more than type 2, and so forth. Due to this ordinal nature, a cumulative logistic regression
is most appropriate to investigate whether this reduction in type across generations is significant.
Regressions of categorical data use response functions that give the probability of being in a
particular category as their model, as opposed to a simple linear model; in this study, the
response functions used are cumulative logit functions.
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Cumulative logit functions are extensions of the standard logit function

that

account for the ordinal nature of the type metric. The first response function represents the
probability of being type 1, as opposed to types 2-4; the second response function represents the
probability of being types 1 or 2 as opposed to types 3 or 4, and the third response function
represents the probability of being types 1-3 as opposed to type 4. Statistical testing for logistic
regression is based on a Χ2 statistic, not the F-statistic.
In all cumulative logistic regression analyses in this study, count is the response variable,
representing the frequency of individuals falling into each type within replicate, sex, and
generation. Generation is a continuous linear predictor variable; replicate and sex are fixed
effects. Treatment is not included here because this analysis is only of the two selected
replicates. Replicate and all interactions, except for sex*generation, were not statistically
significant and were not included in the final model. Table 2 presents the results in a format
similar to an ANOVA table, and Table 3 presents the parameter estimates. Selection did cause a
reduction in average type over the course of the experiment. The estimate for Generation gives
the slope of the reduction in type across all 8 generations of selection. The highly significant
slope estimate is negative at -0.0748. The significant effect of sex indicates that the two sexes
also had different distributions of type, with males being more biased towards higher types than
females; and the interaction effect shows that females experienced a larger reduction in type than
males did.

Table 2: Model Description for the Regression of Type upon Generation. This model was
used in a cumulative logistic regression analysis, testing whether type decreases across
generations.
Effect
Degrees of Freedom
P value
Χ2 Value
Generation

1

26.43

<0.0001

Sex

1

9.94

0.0016

Generation*sex

1

5.23

0.0222

Residual

48

154.02

<0.0001
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Table 3: Weighted Least Squares Estimates for the Regression of Type upon Generation.
These are the results of the cumulative logistic regression model detailed in Table 2.
Factor
Estimate Standard Error
Χ2 Value
P value for Χ2
Generation

-0.0748

0.0145

26.43

<0.0001

Sex

0.3283

0.1041

9.94

0.0016

Generation*sex

-0.0332

0.0145

5.23

0.0222

To determine whether this decrease over time in type in selected lines was due to the
effects of artificial selection, I performed an analysis of variance testing the effects of treatment
on the distribution of types at the final generation of selection. As in the previous analysis, count
is the response variable. Treatment and sex are fixed effects; replicate is nested within treatment.
Sex, replicate, and all interactions were non-significant and were excluded from the model.
The effect of treatment upon the distributions of type at Generation 8 is larger than the
effect of selection upon the selected lines over all 8 generations of selection, with an estimate of
0.1822 and standard error of 0.0786. The significant effect of treatment, with a Χ2 Value of 5.37
and P value of 0.0205, shows that control and selected lines do have significantly different
distributions of type at generation 8.
It is also interesting to estimate the heritability of type. Heritability describes the
proportion of variation in a trait that is due to additive genetic variance, and ranges from 0 to 1.
Heritability can be interpreted as a measure of how much offspring resemble their parents. The
regression of the cumulative response to selection upon the cumulative selection differential is
one method of calculating heritability for a trait, as shown in Figure 15.
The heritability for type was low, at 0.086 for ES1, and 0.034 for ES2. While these are
similar, as would be expected, their low values indicate that the majority of the variation in type
is not a result of additive genetic variance, but may be due to environmental influences, or nonadditive genetic effects such as epistasis. A low estimate for heritability partially explains why
the reduction in type across generations of selection, while significant, was also small.
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Figure 15: Realized Heritabilities for Type in Replicates ES1 and ES2. The slope of a linear
regression between cumulative response and cumulative selection differential gives an
estimate of heritability (h2).

Changes in Index
Figure 16 depicts the index scores of all selected individuals across the 8 generations of
selection. There appears to be a sharp reduction in index scores near the beginning of selection,
especially in replicate ES1, with far fewer extreme observations in the later generations as
compared to the early ones.
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Figure 16: A Graph of Index Values for All Individuals in Each Selection Replicate.
for line ES1 in generation 1 was not available; it was lost due to a computer error.

Data

There are two important related questions about index scores. Firstly, does selection act
to reduce index scores across the 8 generations of selection? Secondly, do the two selected lines
respond in a similar manner?
A linear regression analysis will show if there is a significant decrease in index scores
over time. Index is a continuous dependent variable, and Generation is treated as a continuous
linear predictor. Replicate and sex are fixed effects; however, rather than including replicate in
this model, I chose to run separate analyses on ES1 and ES2. Sex was excluded as a nonsignificant factor. A bootstrap analysis of this linear regression is used to calculate confidence
intervals. The distribution of bootstrapped slopes is significantly non-normal, so 95%
confidence intervals are calculated from the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the distribution of
bootstrap estimates.
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As displayed in Table 4, the regression of index upon generation shows that there was a
reduction in the average amount of perturbation in both selected replicates across the 8
generations of selection. Both slopes are close to the median values obtained through the
bootstrap analysis, indicating that despite the extreme non-normality of the original data, the
slopes are an unbiased representation of the relationship between generation and index.

Table 4: A Linear Regression of Index upon Generation. The median slope and confidence
intervals obtained through bootstrap analysis are also presented.
Observed
Median of Bootstrap
Replicate
Confidence Interval
Slope
Slopes
-0.01919***
-0.01932
-0.01391 to -0.02557
ES1
-0.00511***
-0.00508
-0.00267 to -0.0076
ES2

Figure 17 presents the bootstrapped slopes as histograms. The observed slope falls close
to the peak of each histogram, indicating that both distributions of bootstrapped results are
reliable predictors for the observed data. The confidence intervals for both ES1 and ES2 do not
overlap 0, demonstrating that both slopes are significantly different from zero; both lines
experienced some reduction in index over the course of the experiment.
In addition, both replicates are clearly separated from one another; the 95% confidence
intervals do not overlap. While ES1 and ES2 both showed a decrease in index, ES1 had a
significantly higher slope than ES1, indicating a larger decrease.
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Figure 17: A Histogram of Bootstrap Analysis Slopes. These are slopes of the regression of
index upon generation, obtained from the analysis of the bootstrapped datasets for Replicates
ES1 and ES2.
Examining the heritability of index scores, displayed for both selected lines in Figure 18,
gives a conflicting result. Theoretically, the heritability for index scores should be similar in
both selected replicates, assuming that the same genes are affecting robustness in both replicates.
However, we see a moderate estimate of heritability at 0.1542 for ES1, but a small estimate at
0.0547 for ES2.
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Figure 18: Realized Heritabilities for Index in Replicates ES1 and ES2. The slope of a linear
regression between cumulative response and cumulative selection differential gives an
estimate of heritability (h2).

Another possible result of selection is that index decreased within each type. To
determine whether this occurred, I performed a series of linear regressions, using the same model
as the previous analysis within each perturbation type. I also bootstrapped these analyses, to
produce 95% confidence intervals. Tables 5 and 6 present the slope, degrees of freedom, and
standard error of the regression for replicates ES1 and ES2 respectively, as well as medians and
confidence intervals obtained from the bootstrap analysis.
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Table 5: A Linear Regression of Index upon Generation, Within Types, for Replicate ES1.
Replicate ES1
Observed

Degrees of

Standard

Bootstrap

Slope

Freedom

Error

Median

1

0.000987**

1

0.00037864

0.00098

0.00023 to 0.00173

2

-0.00309**

1

0.00097919

-0.00309

-0.00491 to -0.00134

3

-0.02177***

1

0.00552

-0.0219

-0.03255 to -0.01274

4

-0.1147***

1

0.02495

-0.11704

-0.15933 to -0.07462

Type

95% CI

Table 6: A Linear Regression of Index upon Generation, Within Types, for Replicate ES2.
Replicate ES2
Observed

Degrees of

Standard

Bootstrap

Slope

Freedom

Error

Median

1

0.00259***

1

0.00060574

0.00258

0.00181 to 0.003399

2

0.000997NS

1

0.00086199

0.00101

-0.00039 to 0.002353

3

-0.00860*

1

0.00334

-0.00849

-0.0145 to -0.002511

4

-0.0549**

1

0.01322

-0.05488

-0.07566 to -0.03515

Type

95% CI

All observed slopes are significantly different from zero, except for that of ES2 type 2
individuals. The index for each type in the more severe types goes down over time; the slope of
this decrease is highest in type 4 individuals, indicating they saw a proportionately higher return
towards wild-type venation than those of less severe type.
An unexpected result is that the index for type 1 flies actually increases over the course of
the experiment. A comparison of type 1 individuals‟ index scores in control and selection lines
shows that index scores are higher in selected lines than in control lines (means are 0.0445 for
selected flies, and 0.0321 for control flies).
Out of all factors affecting the index scores of type 1 flies in generation 8, which has the
largest effect? I used an ANOVA to investigate this issue. Index is the continuous response
variable; treatment and sex are fixed effects; replicate is also a fixed effect that is nested within
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treatment, denoted in Table 7 by Replicate(T). The interaction of replicate nested within
treatment and sex was the only significant interaction. Treatment, replicate, and sex all have a
significant effect on the index of type 1 flies, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7: ANOVA Results for Index among Generation 8, Type 1 individuals.
Effect
Degrees of Freedom
Mean Square
F Value

P value

Treatment

1

0.010268

12.82

0.0004

Sex

1

0.009784

12.23

0.0005

Replicate(T)

2

0.011890

14.92

<0.0001

Replicate(T)*sex

3

0.002990

3.54

0.0150

Residual

340

0.0008454

-

-

I performed a post hoc Tukey‟s Honestly Significant Difference test to produce mean
index scores for each replicate. When viewing these means, presented in Figure 19, it seems
likely that the difference between treatments is being driven mostly by the large differences
between lines CA and ES2‟ CB and ES1 are not significantly different from one another.
If the observed differences in index and type in the selected lines are due to the artificial
selection, I would expect to see differences in index scores between the control and selected
populations in the final generation. I ran an ANOVA to test whether treatment has a significant
effect upon index scores in generation 8. Index was the response variable, and treatment, sex,
and replicate nested within treatment were included as fixed effects, along with their interactions.
The fitting table for this model is presented in Table 8.
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Figure 19: Means for Generation 8, Type 1 Individuals by Replicate. The bars represent 1
positive and negative standard error around the mean.

Table 8: ANOVA Table for Factors Affecting Index Scores in Generation 8.
Factor
Degrees of Freedom Mean Square F-Statistic
P value
Treatment

1

0.012511

1.29

0.2558

Replicate(T)

2

0.083576

8.64

0.0002

Sex

1

0.000465

0.05

0.8265

Treatment*Sex

1

0.000001

0

0.9906

Replicate(T)*Sex

2

0.036572

3.78

0.0231

Residual

1174

0.009678

-

-
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Replicate had a highly significant effect at (p=0.0002), and this is most likely driving the
lack of a significant treatment effect. Figure 20 shows the index scores of all individuals in
generation 8, separated by replicate. From this figure, we see that control replicate CB is
significantly higher in Index than the two selected replicates but control replicate CA is not.

Figure 20: Index Scores of All Generation 8 Individuals, Separated by Replicate.

Changes in Shape
The interaction of GAL4-salm and UAS-RNAi-en caused changes in wing venation; did
it also cause corresponding changes in shape? The first step in answering this question is to
gather data about the shape of perturbed wings. The splining process was only slightly affected
by the changes in wing venation and almost all individual could be successfully splined. The
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algorithm starts with a model of a wing, and attempts to best fit the model to each individual.
Since this model is based on a wild-type individual, it will only fit curves to the veins present in
a wild-type wing; any extra veins are ignored, as shown in Figure 21. When vein tissue is
missing, Wings will often fit curves with the remaining tissue, and in most cases, chooses
reasonable locations for the missing segments of these veins. Even individuals with a large
amount of missing vein tissue generally had enough to locate all landmarks; only 12 individuals
total were missing so much vein tissue that a landmark was entirely nonexistent, and these were
excluded from shape analysis. Ectopic tissue may occasionally lead Wings to place a curve over
an ectopic vein rather than over the correct wild-type vein. However, I examined every splined
wing, and manually adjusted any misplaced curves to overlie the correct vein.

a

b

Figure 21: The Robustness of the Splining Algorithm to Perturbations. a: A type 3 wing. b:
The splined version of this wing; while some cases require it, this individual splined wing was
produced with no manual editing.

After aligning and projecting the landmark data into 20-dimensional space as described in
the Methods section, I conducted a MANOVA to test which factors have a significant effect
upon wing shape. The twenty dimensions of shape variation are used as the response variables
for the MANOVA. Treatment, sex, and replicate nested within treatment are fixed effects in this
model. The interaction of sex and replicate nested within treatment was significant, and also
included in the model. Table 9 presents Wilks‟ λ scores for each of these factors, showing that
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each of them is highly significant in this model, and therefore each factor is significantly
affecting wing shape. A bootstrap analysis that produced the bootstrap median and confidence
intervals, also presented in Table 9, supports this conclusion.

Table 9: Wilks' λ Scores for Manova Factors. Also presented are bootstrap confidence
intervals for each score.
Observed Degrees of Standard Bootstrap
95% Confidence
Factor
Wilks' λ
Freedom Deviation Median
Interval
0.4446***
20
0.018262
0.43542
0.40598
to 0.46449
Treatment
0.2687***
40
0.014783
0.25443
0.23181 to 0.28107
Replicate(T)
0.3079***
20
0.013512
0.30088
0.27933 to 0.32403
Sex
60
0.024379
0.78344
0.741 to 0.82292
Sex*Replicate(T) 0.8305**

In order to determine which factors are the most important in influencing shape variation,
I calculated effect sizes for each factor, both by variance partitioning using sums of squares (an
extension of r2 calculations designed to apply to multivariate results), and by calculating the
magnitude of difference between mean vectors for each factor .
Simpler univariate analyses such as linear regressions use r2 to describe the proportion of
variance in the data explained by any given factor. Multivariate analyses must use a more
complicated metric, given the number of response variables. Many studies that include
MANOVA analyses to study changes in shape report η2 values as effect sizes. η2 is a
multivariate extension of r2 that calculates the variance in all the response variables attributable
to a particular factor in the MANOVA model as a proportion of the total variance in the original
data. In theory, all η2 effect sizes should add up to 1, because they are all standardized by the
total variance in the original data. Despite its common use in more complicated designs, η2 is
only fully applicable to one-way MANOVA designs, where there are no interactions between
factors. In a study like this one, where there are multiple factors that interact, some of the
variance explained by each factor may „overlap‟, making the total sum to less than 1. These
effect sizes, presented in Table 10, are calculated in a similar way to η2, taking the variance
explained by each factor, minus the error variance, and standardizing by the total variance minus
the error variance. Like η2, they represent a proportion of total variance that is explained by this
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factor, but due to their different method of calculation, they are not directly comparable to other
reported effect sizes. Their best use is to compare the effects of each factor relative to one
another in this study.

Table 10: η2 Effect Sizes Calculated Using Sum of Squares Ratios. The observed effect sizes
are presented, along with the median, standard deviation, and a 95% confidence interval based
on the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the bootstrap distribution of effect sizes.
Standard
Factor
Observed Median
95 % Confidence Interval
Deviation
0.045723 0.025143
0.043887
0.001606639 to 0.12064
Treatment
0.082258 0.045843
0.074275
0.002947816 to 0.2041
Sex
0.099614 0.056842
0.093059
0.003772464 to 0.26171
Replicate
0.009245
0.000342601 to 0.024464
Sex*Replicate 0.007471 0.005128
0.036596
0.019561
0.032932
0.00122392 to 0.089751
Error

One convenient yardstick for comparing effect sizes in studies of shape is how any given
factor‟s effect compares to the effect of sex. In Drosophila, sex has a strong and consistent
effect on wing shape, so much so that it can generally be used to distinguish the sexes based on
wing shape alone in wild-type populations. In this study, we see that replicate has a larger effect
than sex – indicating that the difference between replicates is greater than the difference between
sexes. However, the difference between treatments is smaller than both of them. All values fall
within the confidence intervals determined through a bootstrap analysis of the shape data.
A MANOVA produces the mean values of each dependent variable for each level of each
factor, which are sometimes called the least square means. One way to look at the relative effect
of each factor is to compare the magnitude of the distance between the vectors for each level of
that factor. Factors with a large effect will have correspondingly larger differences between the
mean vectors of their levels. I see the same pattern in vector difference effect sizes, presented in
Table 11, as in the η 2 calculations in Table 10. Replicate has the largest effect; here, it is further
broken down to show the difference between the two control and the two selection replicates,
which illustrates that the large effect size of replicate is likely driven by the large difference
between the two control replicates. This difference between replicates is larger than the
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difference between the control and selection treatments, reinforcing the idea that natural
selection was more powerful than artificial selection.

Table 11: Effect Sizes Calculated Using Mean Vector Differences. The observed differences
between vectors, which can be interpreted like effect sizes, are presented, along with the
median, standard deviation, and a 95% confidence interval based on the 2.5% and 97.5%
quantiles of the bootstrap distribution of effect sizes.
Standard
Difference Observed Median
95% CI
Deviation
0.1669819 0.16658
0.00871815
0.15145 to 0.17626
Treatment
0.1292169
0.1288
0.005283239
0.12131 to 0.13654
Sex
0.1794177 0.17878
0.007147633
0.1678 to 0.18401
Replicate
0.2158479 0.21532
0.005835523
0.20884 to 0.21967
Controls
0.1228591 0.12296
0.010979
0.1051 to 0.13835
Selection
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DISCUSSION
The changes to the Drosophila wing development network and the phenotype it produces
caused by the introduction of novel links help illustrate some of the properties of this network,
and networks in general. In this case, selection on the network itself was partly successful, in
that the system did show a response, but that the response was mostly due to natural selection,
rather than artificial selection. The implications of this experiment are interesting and potentially
important for future studies of network evolution and the wing development network in
particular. Like many experiments, this study had some issues that could be improved upon for
continuing experiments.

Network manipulations
This study provides several new insights into the mechanisms behind Drosophila wing
venation and growth. One unexpected result was that so very many of the GAL4-UAS
combinations had no visible phenotypic effect on the wing. One possible reason for this is a
mismatch of timing. Every gene in the wing network is expressed in a specific pattern in space
and in time. If the gene driving the GAL4 is not active at the same time as the target of a UASRNAi construct, then there will be no interaction between the two. Similarly, if a UAS-coding
sequence is turned on during a phase of wing development when cells are not sensitive to its
signal, then it will have no effect.
Another potential cause is that the network is already robust to such perturbations. One
way to investigate this would be to increase the manipulation of gene expression caused by the
interaction of GAL4 and UAS constructs. In many robust systems, there is a threshold of
perturbation that can be corrected for; an increase in expression manipulation may cause a strong
enough perturbation in normal network function to overcome the network‟s robustness and
change the resultant wing phenotype. Investigating the activity of this combination in different
genetic backgrounds may also provide better understanding of the interaction between any
particular GAL4 and UAS.
A consideration for future studies of novel network links is their pleiotropic effects. All
the GAL4 and UAS constructs tested in this study were chosen for their known roles in the wing
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development network, but some of them also have important roles in other parts of the body.
Some combinations that may have produced wing phenotypes could not be categorized because
they were also lethal. Over half of the crosses of GAL4-vg were lethal, producing no larvae. It
is clear that these interactions interrupt a part of the development network that is vital for larvae.
Of the combinations that did produce a visible change in wing phenotype, their results are
generally in line with what is known about the genes involved. The combination of GAL4-salm
and UAS-RNAi-vg should cause a decrease in vg expression in the realm of salm expression. Vg
is expressed throughout the wing, but especially at the prospective wing margin, along the D-V
boundary (see Figures 2 and 4). The phenotype resulting from this cross had roughly normal
vein patterns, but a large portion of wing tissue was missing from the margin at the A-P
boundary, which is the center of the salm expression band, creating the y-shaped wings. The
GAL4-omb x UAS-RNAi-vg cross showed the same result in affected individuals – the portion
of the wing near the margin at the A-P boundary is missing, while the rest of the venation pattern
is largely unaffected.
The crosses involving the GAL4-dorsal construct also behave largely as would be
predicted. In a developing fly wing, the dorsal and ventral sides are next to one another, on
opposite sides of the D-V boundary, which bisects the wing pouch (See Figure 2). As the wing
disc grows and changes, the central portion of the disc balloons outward and collapses with a
fold along the D-V boundary, and the wing becomes a flat surface with the dorsal and ventral
surfaces apposed, with the D-V boundary forming the outer edge of the wing. Any changes
caused by the interaction of GAL4-dorsal and a UAS construct will only be in the dorsal side of
the wing. If any of these interactions cause a change in size, then the difference in size between
the dorsal side and ventral side of the wing will cause the surface to curve. When the dorsal
surface is larger than the ventral surface, the wing will curve downward, and when the dorsal
surface is smaller, it will produce an upward curve.
The cause of specific perturbations in the GAL4-salm and UAS-RNAi-en cross is less
clear; this „rewiring‟ of the network creates some new network features that are not present in
other crosses. In the wild-type wing, en is a key component of the module that establishes the
Dpp stripe (see Fig 3). The Dpp stripe sets up the Salm band, which is involved in placement of
the longitudinal veins. With this new link in place, Salm also down regulates en; this creates a
novel feedback loop, where en ultimately regulates its own expression. Depending on the other
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inputs to such a loop, the output behavior can vary greatly (Rodriguez et al., 2002; Ingolia, 2004;
Isalan, 2009). There is a temporal component inherent in this as well; the zone of en expression
and the Dpp stripe are both set up before salm is expressed. This means that only after the Dpp
stripe has induced the expression of salm, will the new negative link between salm and en be
active. Here it becomes more difficult to predict what will occur – if en expression is reduced,
what does that do to the already established patterns of dpp and salm expression?
The only clues that we do have are the perturbations to normal wing venation in this
cross. One of the most common perturbations seen in the original GAL4-salm and UAS-RNAien cross was a partial ectopic long vein appearing between L4 and L5. As the placement of long
veins is dependent upon the Dpp gradient, this suggests that the spatial pattern of dpp expression
does change somehow.
Another key point is that some of the perturbations seen in the experimental stock fall
outside the region of the wing where salm and en expression overlap during wing development.
If changes in Dpp were not involved, then we would expect to see most perturbations in the areas
between veins L3 and L5, but they were seen in both the anterior and posterior compartment,
even anterior to L2, which is outside the normal expression range of salm. More
experimentation will be needed to tease out how changes in en expression trickle through the
network and affects other aspects of wing development.

Effects of Selection
One of the first questions to ask about this study is whether selection was really
successful. Did the flies show the predicted return towards a wild phenotype?
In general, the answer to that question is yes – although not in the manner I had expected.
Both selected replicates showed a decrease in their index and type scores over the generations of
selection. However, when the control lines are compared to the selection lines, we see more
ambiguous results – control flies had a different distribution of type in the final generation than
selection flies, but the index scores of control and selection flies were not significantly different.
In other words, the reduction in index scores of control flies is not significantly different from
the reduction in index scores of the selected flies. In addition, the index scores for type 1 flies in
both selected replicates increased over the generations of selection, which could be a result of the
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selection scheme; in order to maintain the GAL4 and UAS constructs, only type 1 individuals
with low indices were selected. This may have translated into selection pressure for Type 1
individuals. While a post hoc test did show that the control replicates‟ mean index in type 1 flies
was significantly smaller than the selected replicates‟ index, this result appears to be driven by
the large difference lines CA and ES2; CB and ES1 were very similar. While this may be
reflecting a true difference, I believe there is not enough statistical power to show this
unequivocally. Taken together, these results suggest that natural selection was a stronger force
than the artificial selection in returning the wing venation patterns toward wild-type, but the
artificial selection did play a smaller role in the pattern of changes observed.
While this study looked at the effects of this new link in the wing, there are potential
effects elsewhere in the body, wherever salm and en are parts of the same network. While this
study did not quantify these non-wing effects, there obviously were some changes that
influenced the fitness of flies carrying both constructs; the experimental stock took longer to
develop than stocks not carrying both constructs, and the attempts at generating a completely
homozygous stock had severe fitness consequences. It is possible that these changes were
enough for the action of natural selection to purge these variants from the control and selected
lines equally.
Now let us make the reasonable assumption that some genes segregating in the
population that cause an individual to be robust to wing perturbations also cause them to be
robust to other perturbations, such as those that cause reductions in fitness. In that case, any
selection to reduce the fitness effects of this new link will also reduce the severity of
perturbations to the wings. This could be one explanation why the control lines were not as
different from the selected lines as expected.
A further consequence of these assumptions is that reductions in the pleiotropic fitness
effects of this new link could make single or double homozygotes for the GAL4 and UAS
constructs more viable. Individuals that previously may have died, or shown extreme
perturbation to the point of physical damage to the wings, may now manifest as type 4
individuals. The selection scheme would have made it unlikely that these homozygotes could be
selected, as they still would have been more perturbed than the single heterozygotes in the
population; but if they were surviving at higher rates when they had previously died before
emerging as adults, it could have added more highly perturbed individuals to the population I
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measured. While this also represents a reduction in severity, it is impossible to distinguish from
a simple lack of response to selection.
The changes in shape were as varied as the changes in venation patterns, as evidenced by
the low proportions of variance explained by any particular factor in Tables 11 and 12. Unlike
more simple manipulations of the wing network where one gene‟s expression levels are simply
decreased overall (Houle and Marquez, unpublished data), there is no clear trend in shape change
here. Once again, this is most likely due to the more variable influence of the genetic
backgrounds of these two constructs in the experimental population. Some things are clear,
however: the four replicates were significantly different in shape, indicating that the particular
shape changes in each line are not necessarily due to a reduction in severity alone, but are also
illustrating some of the changes in other genes that may be influencing both shape and
perturbation.
One piece of future work is already in progress: namely, analysis of any changes in gene
expression due to selection. Wing discs were taken from dissected from 3rd instar wandering
larvae, just before the larvae settles and moves into its pupal stage. At this point, the dpp stripe
has been set up but the proveins are still being positioned. I extracted total RNA and used
qRTPCR study any changes in gene expression between the control and selected replicates; both
the wing disc collection and gene expression measurements were conducted with assistance from
the Ian Dworkin Laboratory at Michigan State University.
While not significant, the results of expression analysis for en and salm in control and
selected lines are consistent with artificial selection reducing the magnitude of the effect of the
network manipulation. En is expressed more in selected lines than in control lines, and salm is
expressed less in selected lines than in control lines. A reduction in salm expression might also
decrease the expression of the GAL4-salm, and therefore decrease the amount of UAS-RNAi-en
siRNA produced. This, in turn, should increase en levels, which is in line with the trend in
preliminary results observed. However, more in-depth analysis of the changes in gene
expression is required before any real conclusions can be drawn. In addition, the problems with
the index results may repeat themselves in the gene expression data. While one of the control
lines does have a higher index than the two selected lines, which could mean more activity of the
new link between salm and en, the other control line does not. This method of gene expression
analysis averages both across the three RNA samples taken from each replicate, and across the
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two replicate populations within each treatment – it is possible that the two selected replicates,
and the two control replicates, are showing different gene expression patterns from one another.

Future Improvements
There were several issues with the technical details and experimental design of this study
that any similar or future experiments on this subject should address. One set of analyses I was
not able to conduct involve changes in the control flies over generations, as control flies were
only imaged in the final generation. Any future experiments should image the chosen
individuals of the control lines each generation as well as the selected lines.
Another key set of data to obtain would be types of all individuals that eclosed every
generation, rather than a limited sample of 120 individuals. A potential result of this experiment
was that some individuals were robust to the new link that they appeared wild type, despite
having both the GAL4 and UAS construct. If this was the case, we would expect an increase in
the proportion of Type 0 flies observed.
The most obvious problems with this study are due to the choice to conduct selection
upon a population that was segregating both constructs. The initial crosses suggested that double
homozygotes were not a suitable choice to conduct the experiment, leaving no other choice than
to select upon heterozygous individuals. The initial creation of double homozygotes from the
GAL4 and UAS stocks created very perturbed individuals; these would not make a good initial
population for other selection experiments for two reasons. Firstly, the same reasons this
selection experiment was conducted upon a population of heterozygotes, namely the extreme
severity of perturbations and the pleiotropic effects on overall health. Secondly, genetic
variation is essential for a successful selection experiment and both the GAL4 and UAS stocks
have low genetic variability.
However, I now believe that it may be possible to generate a viable experimental
population of double homozygotes. If the GAL4 and UAS constructs were backcrossed into a
more variable population such as IV and then made homozygous, this could ameliorate both
problems; the IV background would provide plenty of variation for selection, and it is likely that
this higher background variation would result in a larger range of phenotypes where at least
some proportion would be healthy and suitable for imaging. Using a stock that is homozygous
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for both constructs simplifies selection immensely, because it removes the possibility of
eliminating the perturbation by selecting the constructs out of the population. In this study, I had
to restrict selection to the flies that showed some perturbation, no matter how small, to ensure
that the flies I selected were still carrying both constructs. In a population of homozygotes, I
could simply select the least perturbed individuals, even if their appearance was entirely wildtype.

Implications for Network Evolution
In this experiment I generated an artificial cis-regulatory element (CRE) that causes en to
be repressed by salm. Other genes do have similar interactions in the wild-type network – genes
of the Iroquois and Knirps complexes are repressed by high levels of salm as part of the correct
placement of veins L2 and L5 (de Celis & Barrio, 2000). There is a growing collection of cases
where CRE evolution is directly responsible for morphological changes – some as small as the
difference between sister species (Jeong et al., 2008), and some spanning millions of years of
evolution (Shubin et al., 2009). Reuse of existing network pieces is a common theme in these
studies; pieces of old interactions are expressed in a different time or place to form new
structures. Such evolution is simply a matter of those genes gaining CREs that lead to
expression in the new area. This study models the same sort of initial change that may lead to a
new role for parts of a network; a new interaction between two genes, which needs fine-tuning to
remove the unwanted pleiotropic effects , such as the changes to wing venation patterns.
Network rewiring does not happen in a vacuum. The fitness consequences of any
network change will depend upon the environment. Of course, the literal environment, outside
influences on the developing larva, will always have an effect. Many alleles are lethal under
certain developmental conditions, and perfectly viable under others. However, the genetic
environment is also critical to the consequences of any change in network topology. As this
study has shown, the genetic background that any network change occurs in has an enormous
effect on the result of that change; in my experimental line, the introduction of a more variable
genetic background uncovered a huge spectrum of phenotype changes. The pleiotropic changes
in other networks, where the same gene may have a different use, may constrain the evolution of
new CREs. Sometimes these conflicts are resolved through gene duplication – if a gene has two
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important functions, and selection pressures from one function conflict with those from another,
duplication of the gene would allow each copy take on one of these functions (Hittinger &
Carroll, 2007). Other times, they may be resolved through further specification of CREs,
allowing one gene to play different network roles in different parts of the body. While engrailed
is largely a selector gene wherever it is expressed, whether this is in the segment polarity
network, the developing wing, or the eye disc, wingless (wg) functions in the wing to help
specify the D-V axis, moving perpendicular to the Dpp gradient, but in the leg it works parallel
to Dpp, specifying the anterior-posterior axis (Held, 2002).
My work reinforces the idea that character evolution can proceed through changes in the
organization of a network, as opposed to changes in proteins. Rebeiz et al (2009) have presented
a study on a population of Drosophila melanogaster that is currently segregating a new CRE –
changes in the regulation of a pigment gene are the source of variation in abdominal
pigmentation, and these changes have occurred in a stepwise fashion – at least five separate
changes from an ancestral state have combined to cause an increase in pigmentation (Rebeiz et
al., 2009). In my study, the artificial link started with severe perturbations to the wing, which
dropped sharply within very few generations, and the pleiotropic health costs it imposes may
have been reduced as well. It mimics the case where a network link is selected for its properties
somewhere in the body, but has pleiotropic effects in the wing. Furthermore, in this case, the
link was composed of two genetic elements that are physically separated in the genome and
therefore subject to Mendelian segregation (see Figures 7 and 8). However, in vivo, most CREs
are located closely enough to the gene they control to be inherited as a single unit segregating
through a population. And assuming that a similar new network link persists in a natural
segregating population due to some adaptive effect, a similar rapid increase in viability of the
new link is key to its persistence.
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APPENDIX A

SAS ROUTINES USED IN ANALYSIS
The following sections are SAS code, with comments included where relevant. Lines
beginning with a * represent comments that the SAS engine will not interpret. No additional
formatting has been imposed.

*These analyses are roughly in order of their presentation in the text
*Test for Non-normality of Index scores: see regression section below.
*Type Analysis
*Regression-style analysis - does type go down over time in the selected lines?;
*Note, this analysis was also run with replicate included in various combinations, for model
selection.;
proc catmod data=OrigData.TypeCounts(where=(Treatment=2 AND Type~=0));
weight count;
direct generation;
response clogits;
model type=_response_ generation;
ods output "Analysis of Variance"=Work.catmodA;
ods output "WLS Estimates"=Work.catmodB;
run;
data Results.catmod;
set WOrk.catmodA work.catmodB;
run;
*Testing the effect of sex on the regression against generation
*This version is the one that is reported.
proc catmod data=OrigData.TypeCountsBySex(where=(Treatment="Selecti" AND Type~=0));
weight count;
direct generation;
response clogits;
model type=_response_ generation;
ods output "Analysis of Variance"=Work.catmodA;
ods output "WLS Estimates"=Work.catmodB;
run;
data Results.catmod;
set Results.catmod work.catmodA work.catmodB;
run;
*Do selecteds and controls have a different distribution of Type in final generation?;
*Note, this analysis was also run with replicate and sex included in various combinations, for
model selection.;
proc catmod data=OrigData.TypeCounts(where=(generation=8 AND Type~=0));
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weight count;
response clogits;
model type=_response_ treatment replicate(treatment) ;
run;
data Results.catmod;
set Results.catmod work.catmodA work.catmodB;
run;
*Testing the analysis run with sex included – not a significant factor.
proc catmod data=OrigData.TypeCountsBySex(where=(generation=10 AND Type~=0));
weight count;
response clogits;
model type=_response_ treatment sex replicate(treatment);
run;
data Results.catmod;
set Results.catmod work.catmodA work.catmodB;
run;
*Index Section;
*What are the mean and median indices across each generation?;
proc sort data=OrigData.selectionOnly;
by replicate generation type;
run;
proc univariate
data=OrigData.selectionOnly(where=(Type~=0));
output out=Results.IndexSummaryByType mean=Mean median=Median var=variance;
var corrected_index ;
by Replicate generation type;
run;
proc univariate
data=OrigData.selectionOnly(where=(Type~=0));
output out=Results.IndexSummary mean=MeanI MeanT median=MedianI MedianT var=varianceI
varianceT;
var corrected_index type;
by Replicate generation ;
run;
*Does index go down over the generations of selection?;
*The following tests that hypothesis and also produces a dataset of residuals for normality testing;
proc reg data=Origdata.SelectionByType(where=(Type~=0));
generations: model Corrected_index=generation /r;
by replicate;
ods output "Output Statistics"=Work.residuals;
run;
*Are the residuals of that linear regression normally distributed?;
proc univariate
data=Work.residuals
normal;
by Replicate;
var Residual;
run;
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*Generating bootstrapped datasets for regression analyses;
proc iml;
*This IML Bootstraps the selectionOnly dataset
*This proc will make a set number of bootstrapped data sets;
*Outputs one quite large dataset with an index describing which bootstrap the data is from.;
numBoots=1000;
numObs=1;
row=1;
use OrigData.SelectionOnly nobs numObs;
print "Input data set open " numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into inputSet;
setin OrigData.SelectionOnly;
colNames=contents();
*Add an index for which bootstrap, and which observation within this bootstrap;
colNames = colNames//{"Boot","BootIndex"};
create Booted.SelectionOnly var colNames;
booted = J(numObs,nrow(colNames),-999);
setout Booted.SelectionOnly;
start makeBooted;
do I=1 to numBoots;
bootIndiv=1;
do K=2 to 10;
*For each generation (K): find and count the number of indivs per replicate(L);
*This IML is for selection only, so we'll skip replicates 1 and 2 for speed.;
do L=3 to 4;
genKrepL=0;
setin OrigData.SelectionOnly;
find all where((Generation=K)&(Replicate=L)) into genKrepL;
gkrepLs=nrow(genKrepL);
if gkrepLs=1 then goto skipLoop; *If there are none for this generation then skip the next part for
this loop.;
do M=1 to gkrepLs;
*Then pick that many from that generation/replicate
*Randomly choose an observation between 1 and the count for this gen;
r=CEIL(UNIFORM(0)*gkrepLs);
outputRow = inputSet[genKrepL[r,],]||i[1,]||bootIndiv[1,];
booted[row,]=outputRow;
bootIndiv=bootIndiv+1;
row=row+1;
end; *M;
skipLoop:
end; *L;
end; *K;
print "finished Selection boot" i;
append from booted;
row=1;
end; *I;
print "finished booting Selection entirely";
finish makeBooted;
call makeBooted;
quit;
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*Macro for running linear regression analyses on bootstrapped datasets;
%macro BootedRegAnalyses(boots= );
data Bootresu.bootregresults; run;
%do i=1 %to &boots;
%put Loop num: &i;
proc reg data=Booted.SelectionOnly(where=(Type~=0 and boot=&i));
generations: model Corrected_index=generation;
by replicate;
ods output "Parameter Estimates"=WORK.regPar;
ods output "Fit Statistics"=WORK.regFit;
run;
data Bootresu.bootregresults;
set BootResu.bootregresults WORK.regPar WORK.regFit;
run;
%end;
%mend bootedRegAnalyses;
*Collecting the results of the analysis of bootstrapped datasets;
data Results.regBootSlopes;
set BootResu.bootregresults(where=(Variable="Generation"));
keep Replicate variable estimate probt;
run;
*Generating a histogram of slopes;
proc univariate data=Results.regBootSlopes noprint;
class Replicate;
histogram Estimate;
title 'Linear Regression Slopes of Bootstrapped Datasets';
run;
proc univariate data=Results.regBootSlopes(where=(replicate=4)) noprint;
histogram Estimate;
title 'Linear Regression Slopes of Bootstrapped Datasets for Replicate ES2';
run;
proc sort data= Results.regBootSlopes;
by Replicate;
run;
*Generating confidence intervals for the slope based on that bootstrap analysis;
*The normality test shows non-normality, so the distribution-free confidence intervals are
reported.;
proc univariate
normaltest
CIPCTLDF
data=Results.regBootSlopes;
var Estimate;
by Replicate;
run;
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*Does index go down when separated by type?;
proc reg data=Origdata.SelectionByType(where=(Type~=0));
generations: model Corrected_index=generation;
by replicate type;
run;
*Sort the bootstrapped dataset to prepare for the next analysis;
proc sort data=Booted.SelectionOnly;
by boot type replicate generation;
run;
*A macro to bootstrap the linear regression separated by type.;
%macro BootedRegTypeAnalyses(boots= );
data Bootresu.bootregTyperesults; run;
%do i=1 %to &boots;
%put Loop num: &i;
proc reg data=Booted.SelectionOnly(where=(Type~=0 and boot=&i));
generations: model Corrected_index=generation;
by type replicate;
ods output "Parameter Estimates"=WORK.regPar;
ods output "Fit Statistics"=WORK.regFit;
run;
data Bootresu.bootregTyperesults;
set BootResu.bootregTyperesults WORK.regPar WORK.regFit;
run;
%end;
%mend BootedRegTypeAnalyses;
%BootedRegTypeAnalyses(boots=1000);
*Collect results of bootstrap analysis;
data Results.regBootSlopesByType;
set BootResu.bootregTyperesults(where=(Variable="Generation"));
keep Type Replicate Variable Estimate Probt;
run;
proc sort data= Results.regBootSlopesByType;
by Replicate Type;
run;
*Generating confidence intervals for the slope based on that bootstrap analysis;
*The normality test shows non-normality, so the distribution-free confidence intervals are
reported.;
proc univariate
normaltest
CIPCTLDF
data=Results.regBootSlopesByType;
output out=Results.rslbyTypeCIs mean=Mean median=Median std=StanDev p1=P1 p5=P5
p95=P95 p99=P99;
var Estimate;
by Replicate Type;
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run;
*Are the control and selected flies of type 1 different at generation 8?;
proc anova data=Origdata.Anova(where=(Type=1));
class treatment replicate sex;
model corrected_index = treatment replicate(Treatment) sex;
means treatment replicate(Treatment) sex /tukey;
run;
*Are the treatment/rep combos different at generation 8?;
proc anova data=Origdata.Anova;
class treatment replicate sex;
model corrected_index = treatment replicate(Treatment) sex;
run;
*Changes in Shape;
*Projecting landmark data from 24 dimensions to 20;
data Shape.coordsOnly;
set Shape.g10alignment;
drop Filename Treatment Replicate Generation ID Genotype Sex Scale Type Path Filename1
CS;
run;
*Project the data by centering it on its means, generating a covariance matrix, taking the
eigenvectors of that covariance matrix, and multiplying the original data by the first 20
dimensions of the first eigenvector.;
proc iml;
numObs=1;
row=1;
use Shape.coordsonly nobs numObs;
print "Input data set open " numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into inputSet;
colNames=contents();
colNames = colNames[1:20];
create shape.projectedCoordsOnly var colNames;
print colNames;
n=nrow(inputSet);
* The number of rows of xx;
jj=j(n);
* An nxn matrix with all 1s ;
means=jj*inputSet/n; * This defines COLUMN MEANS of xx as a nx5 matrix ;
centered=inputSet-means;
* inputset is now centered at its column means;
covariance=centered`*centered/(n); * The matrix transpose is X` (backwards prime) ;
k=ncol(covariance);
L=nrow(covariance);
* The number of columns of in the covariance matrix, should be 24x24;
print "Covariance matrix is " L " by " k;
print covariance;
call eigen(eigenvalues, eigenvectors, covariance);
print eigenvalues eigenvectors;
*print "eigenvector is " (nrow(eigenvec)) " by " (ncol(eigcov));
transformed = inputSet*eigenvectors[,1:20];
print (transformed[1,]);
append from transformed;
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quit;
*MANOVA of shape;
*Do treatment, sex, type, or corrected_index have significant effects upon shape?;
proc GLM data=Shape.shapeIndex;
class treatment sex replicate;
model V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V13 V14 V15 V16 V17 V18 V19 V20 = treatment
sex replicate(treatment) sex*replicate(Treatment) ;
MANOVA H=INTERCEPT treatment sex replicate(Treatment) sex*replicate(treatment) /ETYPE=1
printe printh;
LSMEANS treatment sex replicate(treatment) sex*replicate(Treatment);
ods output "Multivariate Tests"=WORK.MULT;
ods output "SSCP Matrix"=work.SSCPs;
ods output "LSMeans"=work.lsmeans;
run;
*Collecting results of MANOVA analysis;
data Shape.EffectSSCPs;
set work.SSCPs;
run;
*Calculating partitioned sum of squares effect size - eta squareds;
*I acknowledge the significant help in designing this analysis from Eladio Marquez. Thank you so
much, Eladio.;
proc iml;
use Shape.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Error") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSE;
use Shape.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Treatment") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SST;
use Shape.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Replicate") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSR;
use Shape.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="SexByRep") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSSR;
use Shape.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Sex") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSS;
use Shape.projectedcoordsonly;
read ALL var _ALL_ into X;
/*use work.SSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Intercept") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSI;*/
n = nrow(X);
jj=j(n);
* An nxn matrix with all 1s ;
Xmeans=jj*X/n; * This defines COLUMN MEANS of xx as a nx5 matrix ;
X=X-Xmeans;
* inputset is now centered at its column means;
Xcov=X`*X/n; * The matrix transpose is X` (backwards prime) ;
denom = det(X`*X);
effT = (det(SSE+SST) - det(SSE))/denom; *treatment;
effS = (det(SSE+SSS) - det(SSE))/denom; *sex;
effR = (det(SSE+SSR) - det(SSE))/denom; *replicate;
effSR = (det(SSE+SSSR) - det(SSE))/denom; *sex x replicate;
SSerror = det(SSE)/denom;
print effT effS effR effSR SSerror;
quit;
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*Calculating factor mean vector difference effect sizes;
*Again, I thank Eladio Marquez for his invaluable advice on the theory of calculating vector
differences from shape data.;
proc iml;
Use work.LSMeans;
read current var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean
v8lsmean v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean
v16lsmean v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into control;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into selection;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into CA;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into CB;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into ES1;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into ES2;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into females;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into males;
pi=3.14159265358979323846264338327950288;
use Shape.projectedcoordsonly;
read ALL var _ALL_ into X;
n = nrow(X);
jj=j(n);
* An nxn matrix with all 1s ;
Xmeans=jj*X/n; * This defines COLUMN MEANS of xx as a nx5 matrix ;
X=X-Xmeans;
* inputset is now centered at its column means;
Xcov=X`*X/n; * The matrix transpose is X` (backwards prime) ;
denom=Trace(X`*X);
print denom;
controlMag=SQRT(SSQ(control));
selectionMag=SQRT(SSQ(selection));
angleTreats=((180/pi)*ARCOS((control*selection`)));
angleControls=((180/pi)*ARCOS((CA*CB`)));
angleSelected=((180/pi)*ARCOS((ES1*ES2`)));
angleSex=((180/pi)*ARCOS((males*females`)));
*print angleTreats angleControls angleSelected angleSex;
diffTreat=control-selection;
*print diffTreat;
diffTreat=diffTreat/SQRT(SSQ(diffTreat));
*print diffTreat;
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treatProject=X*diffTreat`;
*print treatProject;
meanTreat=SUM(treatProject)/20;
print meanTreat;
vectorEffectTreat=(treatProject`*treatProject)/denom;
diffSex=males-females;
diffSex=diffSex/SQRT(SSQ(diffSex));
sexProject=X*diffSex`;
vectorEffectSex=(sexProject`*sexProject)/denom;
diffCont=CA-CB;
diffCont=diffCont/SQRT(SSQ(diffCont));
contProject=X*diffCont`;
vectorEffectControls=(contProject`*contProject)/denom;
diffSel=ES1-ES2;
diffSel=diffSel/SQRT(SSQ(diffSel));
selProject=X*diffSel`;
vectorEffectSelection=(selProject`*selProject)/denom;
replicates=CA//CB//ES1//ES2;
print replicates;
squareRep=replicates`*replicates;
PCAreps=eigvec(squareRep);
PCAreps=PCAreps[1,];
print PCAreps;
magPCAreps=SQRT(SSQ(pcareps)); *Just checking its length
*print magPCAreps; *Turns out it's already standardized to 1.;
repProject=X*PCAReps`;
vectorEffectReplicate=(repProject`*repProject)/denom;
print vectorEffectTreat vectorEffectSex vectorEffectControls vectorEffectSelection
vectorEffectReplicate;
quit;
*Preparing datasets to accept bootstrap analysis results;
data Results.bootEffectVec;
set Results.bootEffectVec1;
run;
data Results.bootEffectSSQ;
set Results.bootEffectVec1;
run;
data Bootresu.bootManova;
input Hypothesis $ Error $ Statistic $ Value FValue NumDF DenDF ProbF PValue;
datalines;
"Name" "Type" "Which" 1 1 1 1 1 1
;
run;
*Macro program to perform a bootstrap analysis of the MANOVA calculation;
%macro BootedManovas(boots= );
%do i=1 %to &boots;
%put Loop num: &i;
proc GLM data=Booted.bootedShapeIndex(where=(boot=&i));
class treatment sex replicate;
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model V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V13 V14 V15 V16 V17 V18 V19 V20 = treatment
sex replicate(treatment) sex*replicate(Treatment) ;
MANOVA H=INTERCEPT treatment sex replicate(Treatment) sex*replicate(treatment) /ETYPE=1
printe printh;
LSMEANS treatment sex replicate(treatment) sex*replicate(Treatment);
ods output "SSCP Matrix"=work.EffectSSCPs;
ods output "LSMeans"=work.lsmeans;
ods output "Multivariate Tests"=WORK.MULT;
run;
proc append base=BootResu.bootManova data=work.mult FORCE; run;
*This macro calculates the vector and ssq effect sizes during each loop, instead of separately;
proc iml;
use work.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSE;
use work.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Treatment") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SST;
use work.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Replicate_Treatment_") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSR;
use work.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Sex_Replica_Treatme_") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSSR;
use work.EffectSSCPs WHERE(Hypothesis="Sex") nobs numObs;
read ALL var _ALL_ into SSS;
use Shape.projectedcoordsonly;
read ALL var _ALL_ into X;
Use work.LSMeans;
read current var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean
v8lsmean v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean
v16lsmean v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into control;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into selection;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into CA;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into CB;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into ES1;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into ES2;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into females;
read next var {v1lsmean v2lsmean v3lsmean v4lsmean v5lsmean v6lsmean v7lsmean v8lsmean
v9lsmean v10lsmean v11lsmean v12lsmean v13lsmean v14lsmean v15lsmean v16lsmean
v17lsmean v18lsmean v19lsmean v20lsmean} into males;
pi=3.14159265358979323846264338327950288;
n = nrow(X);
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jj=j(n);
* An nxn matrix with all 1s ;
Xmeans=jj*X/n; * This defines COLUMN MEANS of xx as a nx5 matrix ;
X=X-Xmeans;
* inputset is now centered at its column means;
Xcov=X`*X/n; * The matrix transpose is X` (backwards prime) ;
denom = det(X`*X);
effT = (det(SSE+SST) - det(SSE))/denom; *treatment;
effS = (det(SSE+SSS) - det(SSE))/denom; *sex;
effR = (det(SSE+SSR) - det(SSE))/denom; *replicate;
effSR = (det(SSE+SSSR) - det(SSE))/denom; *sex x replicate;
SSerror = det(SSE)/denom;
results=effT||effS||effR||effSR||SSerror;
print results;
create work.EffS from results;
denom=Trace(X`*X);
*print denom;
controlMag=SQRT(SSQ(control));
selectionMag=SQRT(SSQ(selection));
angleTreats=((180/pi)*ARCOS((control*selection`)));
angleControls=((180/pi)*ARCOS((CA*CB`)));
angleSelected=((180/pi)*ARCOS((ES1*ES2`)));
angleSex=((180/pi)*ARCOS((males*females`)));
*print angleTreats angleControls angleSelected angleSex;
diffTreat=control-selection;
*print diffTreat;
diffTreat=diffTreat/SQRT(SSQ(diffTreat));
*print diffTreat;
treatProject=X*diffTreat`;
*print treatProject;
meanTreat=SUM(treatProject)/20;
*print meanTreat;
vectorEffectTreat=(treatProject`*treatProject)/denom;
diffSex=males-females;
diffSex=diffSex/SQRT(SSQ(diffSex));
sexProject=X*diffSex`;
vectorEffectSex=(sexProject`*sexProject)/denom;
diffCont=CA-CB;
diffCont=diffCont/SQRT(SSQ(diffCont));
contProject=X*diffCont`;
vectorEffectControls=(contProject`*contProject)/denom;
diffSel=ES1-ES2;
diffSel=diffSel/SQRT(SSQ(diffSel));
selProject=X*diffSel`;
vectorEffectSelection=(selProject`*selProject)/denom;
replicates=CA//CB//ES1//ES2;
squareRep=replicates`*replicates;
PCAreps=eigvec(squareRep);
PCAreps=PCAreps[1,];
magPCAreps=SQRT(SSQ(pcareps));
repProject=X*PCAReps`;
vectorEffectReplicate=(repProject`*repProject)/denom;
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results=vectorEffectTreat||vectorEffectSex||vectorEffectControls||vectorEffectSelection||ve
ctorEffectReplicate;
print results;
create work.EffV from results;
quit;
proc append base=Results.bootEffectSSQ data=work.effS FORCE; run;
proc append base=Results.bootEffectVec data=work.effV FORCE; run;
%end;
*Run the MANOVA macro analysis;
%mend BootedMANOVAS;
ods listing;
%BootedMANOVAS(boots=1000);
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